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Head of Sanitation 
 

Department: Innovation & Consumer Needs (ICoN) 

Place of work: London, UK, with up to 40% travel time 

Duration: Full-time, with a six-month probationary period 

Salary: £44,000-£52,500 + up to 5% pension contribution 

Reports to: Head of Innovation & Consumer Needs 

 
About WSUP 

 

WSUP is a not-for-profit company that helps transform cities to benefit the millions who lack 

access to water and sanitation. We were created in 2005 as a response to the urban 

explosion that has left many cities unable to provide basic services, such as access to a 

toilet or drinking water, to low-income communities. We work alongside local providers, 

enabling them to develop services, build infrastructure and attract funding so that they can 

reach low-income communities. 

 

To ensure that services can reach as many people as possible, and will exist over the long-

term, we have a strong focus on financial viability. This means working with utilities and 

businesses to build services which generate revenue whilst reaching the most vulnerable 

urban residents, and advising regulators and governments on how to create an environment 

which enables businesses to succeed.  

 

We are based in the UK with offices in seven countries in sub-Saharan Africa and Asia. As 

the urban specialist in water and sanitation, we are committed to sharing evidence and 

approaches so that our innovations can enable change around the world. Since inception we 

have helped over 10 million people access better water and sanitation services. 

 

For more information about WSUP's vision and approach, see www.wsup.com. 

 

About the role 

 

The Head of Sanitation at WSUP is the organisation’s global technical lead in sanitation and 

a member of WSUP’s Innovation and Consumer Needs (ICoN) team. Working closely with 

country programme colleagues, WSUP Advisory and other members of the ICoN team, the 

Head of Sanitation leverages consumer and market insights to pilot innovations and scale 

sustainable institutional, technology and business solutions that address systemic constraints 

which limit access of low income consumers in cities to safely managed sanitation services. 
 

 

http://www.wsup.com/


 
 

 

Job Description 

 

Overall Purpose 

 

The Head of Sanitation at WSUP is the organisation’s global technical lead in sanitation. 

 

The Head of Sanitation is a member of the Innovation and Consumer Needs (ICoN) team at 

WSUP – an interdisciplinary team of experts in engineering, design, economics, sociology and 

business that provide technical assistance to WSUP’s long-term country programmes and its 

partners and to external clients through WSUP Advisory’s consultancy services around the 

world. Working closely with country programme colleagues and WSUP Advisory, the ICoN 

team leverages consumer and market insights to pilot innovations and scale sustainable 

institutional, technology and business solutions that address systemic constraints which limit 

access of low income consumers in cities to safe water supply and sanitation services. The 

Head of Sanitation leads these activities in sanitation and provides thought leadership in this 

area among government, non-government and private sector bodies globally. 

 

In this way, the Head of Sanitation contributes to achieving WSUP’s strategic objectives as 

outlined in the 2016-2020 Business Plan, and towards the Sustainable Development Goals of 

ensuring access to water and sanitation for all (Goal 6) and making cities inclusive, safe, 

resilient and sustainable (Goal 11).  

 

Main areas of work and responsibility 

 

The Head of Sanitation works closely with other ICoN team members, colleagues in WSUP’s 

country programmes, its programme directors, and other teams (WSUP Advisory; 

Partnerships and Development, Evaluation, Research and Learning; Finance; People and 

Support; Chief Executive’s Office) to lead the following areas of work and responsibility in 

relation to sanitation: 

 

- Insights and Strategy: Support WSUP to continuously deepen its understanding of 

behaviour in target sanitation markets and among low-income consumers and use this 

to drive strategic programming decisions in pursuit of systems change. 

- Staff learning and development: Develop and deliver initiatives for staff across 

WSUP – especially country programmes – and partners that extend horizons, spread 

best practice, encourage a curious culture and build confidence to pursue innovative 

ideas in sanitation. 

- Innovation pathway: Establish and manage a structure, processes and tools to 

transform ideas in sanitation from WSUP’s staff and partners into systemic change, by 

originating, developing and testing ideas, investing in proven concepts and managing 

risks. 

- Technical partnerships: Build collaborations with specialist expert partners and 

associates that deepen WSUP’s capabilities in sanitation to deliver exceptional quality 

technical assistance at scale. 



 
 

- Capitalisation: Take an active role in supporting the Partnerships and Development 

team to raise adequately costed funds for country programmes to pursue innovation 

and contribute to systemic change in sanitation, including through value-adding 

partnerships. 

- Thought Leadership: Build relationships with influencers and deliver cutting-edge 

and evidence-based communications in strategic spaces to maintain WSUP’s 

reputation as a market leader in the international sanitation and urban sectors, and 

promote its relevance in the context of the grand global challenges of our times.  

 

The Head of Sanitation works closely with other members of the ICoN team on these 6 areas. 

The Head of Sanitation and the Head of Water complement and support each other to ensure 

innovations and scaled solutions maintain an integrated perspective towards urban water 

management and environmental sanitation. The Head of Sanitation collaborates closely on 

initiatives with the global Design lead and market and business strategist who are respectively 

responsible for ensuring human-centred design and market facilitative approaches are 

promoted across the organisation. 

 

It is expected that between 20 – 30 % of your time will be dedicated to supporting WSUP 

Advisory deliver consultancy assignments, develop business and win new work by 

contributing to successful proposals. 

 

Application deadline 

 

18th February 2018 

 

To apply for this position, please submit your CV and cover note explaining why you are 

interested in this position. 

 

Please note: This job is based in the UK.  We will consider sponsoring a visa application for 

anyone who cannot supply the original of one of the documents accepted under the Asylum 

and Immigration Act (1996) if no suitably qualified and experienced candidates with the right 

to work in the UK apply. 

 

 

  



 
 

Person specification 
 

Qualifications 

and 

experience 

(assessed 

through the CV 

and covering 

letter) 

Essential 

 Master’s, MBA, MPA, or equivalent qualification, in a relevant subject 

 Significant experience in sanitation systems development and/or 

operations in urban settings, preferably in developing countries 

 Demonstrable experience of systemic approaches in international 

development, achieving sustainable and scaled impact and developing 

innovations to extend access to low income consumers 

 Experience of effectively supporting and coaching front-line colleagues 

in developing countries without direct line management responsibilities 

 Track record of effectively building, sustaining and leveraging key 

external and internal relationships 

 Track record in delivering objectives within deadlines and budgets 

 Significant experience working in developing countries, preferably in 

Africa and South Asia 

 Recognition with industry peers in urban sanitation 

Desirable 

 Qualification and experience in engineering, ideally Chartered Engineer 

 Experience in the private sector 

 

 

Knowledge 

(assessed 

through a test 

and 

interview/s) 

Essential 

 Good understanding of the international urban sanitation (public and 

private sector) and its governance and regulatory environment 

 An understanding of commercial business drivers – especially related to 

serving low income communities – in the urban sanitation sector 

 Excellent knowledge of approaches across the non-sewered (a.k.a. 

onsite) sanitation chain 

 Understanding of practical realities and cultural dimensions of working in 

developing countries 
Desirable 

 Knowledge of the international development funding environment, ideally 

including contracting, grant funding and impact investing 

 

 

 

Skills and 

abilities 

(assessed 

through the 

interviews) 

Essential 

 Strategic systems thinker mindful of market and institutional dynamics 

 Excellent competencies in working empathetically and tactfully in 

international, cross-cultural and interdisciplinary teams, with natural 

aptitude to motivate, coach and empower colleagues 

 A lean, learning mindset towards innovation, tempered with ability to 

identify, prioritise and manage areas of risk 

 Able to communicate complex concepts clearly and concisely in non-

technical manner where necessary, and to present at conferences and 

external workshops in an engaging, confident and credible manner 

 Willing and able to travel and complete assignments abroad 
Desirable 

 French or Portuguese would be an advantage 

Other  Passionate about WSUP’s aims and ethos 

 


